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sunny

TODAY:
High: 60s.
Low: 30s.

THE MURRAY STATE

Friday:

Sunny. High: low-70s.
Low:40-45.
Saturday: Sunny. High:
55-60. Low: 40-45.
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MTV Campus Tour
invades Murray

News
A President's Cabinet
has been organized to
improve communication
among administ.r ators,
faculty, staff members
and students.
See page 2

Opl?d
Loree Stark
writes about
the effects of
smiling at
others and
making friends.
Seepage

By Tara Shelby
College Life Editor

The MTV Campus Invasion
Tour is rapidly approaching
and final preparations are
being made.
The Campus Invasion Tour
includes the MTV Village from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and a conce'rt
by Garbage and Lit at 7:30
p.m. Oct. 27.
The location of the Village
was originally to be the field
behind Springer College, but it
was relocated to Cutchin
Field.

5

CollegeL[/e
Joe Welsh, senior from
Louisville, displays his art
In the Clara Eagle Art
Museum. He speaks
about his inspiration and
life as an artist.
See page

10

Faculty ready to release evaluations

Sports
The Murray State Racers
•
stayed in the Ohio Valley
Conference football race
with a 37-32 victory
over Eastern Illinois
Saturday.
Seepage

11
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"We moved it to Cutchin World auditions, the MTV
because the trucks would have House of Style, Spankin' New
access to that field better," Music and Sony Playstation.
Student Government AssociaMany students said they
tion Concert Chair Curtis watched the shows on MTV,
Baker said. He added the land but would not audition
was also flatter in Cutchin and because they could not leave
it would be more accessible to for a semester.
students.
"I would try out for Road
MTV is looking for 35 stu- Rules if I wasn't married," Jesdents to help at the Village sica Flatt, senior from Paducwith product demonstrations, ah, said.
marketing and public rela"I would audition for Road
Rules, but I'm getting married
tions.
"Their marketing people in May," lGmberly Stalls,
called and asked for students junior from Mur:ray, said.
to help at the tents," Baker
But for people who are intersaid. "This could possibly lead ested in auditioning for the
to internships and jobs."
seven available spots. there is
To apply for these positions, information available on
students must be available to MTV's website. Questions stuwork from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. dents should be expecting
Students can sign up in the include:
SGA office.
• What is the most exciting
The tents at the Village
PLEASE SEE MTV/14
include Road Rules and Real

-concert: MTV will be on
campus Wednesday offering auditions for Real
World and Road Rules in
addition to many other
events preceding Garbage
and Lit.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Aleja Johnson is the 22This is a growing problem
month-old daughter of
for many parents who are
is
Uelivia Johnson. Johnson
also attending school. Some
a full-time student and a sin- places on campus are offergle mother. She depends on
ing support and childcare to
welfare in addition to her
students in this same situa30-hour a week job to pay
tion.
for school and support her
daughter.
see story pt1ge 8

"In the past we've always conducted the evaluations more or less privately," he said. "Perhaps the releasing of student evaluations has
made us reexamine our decision. We believe
the public has a right to know how faculty
judge the president's work."
Call s aid the senate passed a resolution
Staff Writer
which stated they would create an instrument
The public's right to know !.a being heralded of evaluation and conduct a mail ballot survey
once again on campus as the faculty senate of all full-time faculty of the president's P-erforannounce they will release University Presi- mance.
"In general, the focus will be on how well the
dent Kern Alexander's evaluations to the pubpresident is doing his job," he said . "The new
lic this fall .
William Call, president of faculty senate, said instrument for evaluation will be more objecthe senate has conducted evaluations of the tive. It will focus on different areas of responsipresident each year, but this will be the first bility the president has."
year the evaluations will be open to the public
PLEASE SEE EVALUATIONS/14
for scrutiny.

•Faculty Sen ate: Evaluations of
University President Kern Alexander
will be released to the public for the first
time this fall.
By Reka Ashley

Athletes' test results will determine eligibility
•Basketball: Four, Racers Paschel and Antoine Welchel
are awaiting test scores took ACT examinations Sept.
25 and have yet to receive
before they can begin play- scores.
ing in the regular season.
Without scores, NCAA reguBy Morgan Hardy

Assistant Sports Editor

Several members of the men's
basketball team are encountering academic difficulty, potentially imperiling their season.
Freshmen Chiwale Bedeau,
Lennart Christiansen, Kevin

lations bar them from play,
although they are still permitted to practice with the team.
"1 hope I did good so 1 can be
eligible to play," Paschel said.
This was the first time
Paschel had taken the ACT
test.
"It's determining whether I

Students try to defer fall
classes from Monday start

play my freshman year or not,"
Welchel said. "I've been checking my mailbox every day and
asking the coaches every day to
see if it has come in. I think I
did really well on it."
Margaret Simmons, assistant
athletic director in charge of
academics, said the four players
in question had to make an ACT
score that corresponded with
their high school grade point
averages before the NCAA
would allow them to compete.

"The NCAA has a 'sliding
scale' to determine the test
scores athletes need to be eligible for competition," Simmons
s aid. "If a particular athlete has
a 2.25 GPA in high school, they
need a s um score of 73 on the
four sections of the ACT to be
eligible for competition."
Simmons said the reason the
athletes took the test on Sept.
25 was because that was the
first national testing date for
the ACT for the 1999-2000 aca-

demic year.
Furthermore, the athletes
must pass through an NCAA
clearinghouse, which examines
overall academic proficiency,
before receiving approval tQ
play. Practice began Oct. 16 and
the first game of the season
looms on Nov. 20.
"I think they all did OK on
their tests, but we won't know
for sure until next week," Head
Coach Tevester Anderson said.
PLEASE SEE GRAOES/ 14

Batter up

•SGA: Despite attempts by ning Monday, Aug. 21 and finals
Jason Billingsley previews
the upcoming OVC
men's and women's basketball season and gives ,
his predictions. exclusively to "The Murray
State News Online" and
fansonly.com. You can
check out the story at
www.thenews.org.
To listen to Denver
Johnson's Monday press
conference in Real
Audio, go to the Sports
section on "The Murray
State News Online" at
www.thenews.org/sports
.htm.

student government, classes
will again begin on the
Monday after moue-in day
next fall.

By Jason Yates

Associate Editor

Despite the pleas of the Student Government Association
a nd SGA President Brandon
Kirkham, it appears s tudents
will have another manic Monday
next academic year.
Interim Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Gary
Brockway said the University
considered four options. After
allowing debate between the
Academic Council, which is composed of faculty and students,
and the Student Government
Association, option two was
selected.
Option two has classes begin-

running from Monday, Dec. 11
to Saturday, Dec. 16.
Brockway said the Academic
Council
overwhelmingly
approved option two, but the
SGA unanimously voted it down
Kirkham said he was under
the impression classes would not
start on Monday, but he later
received an e-mail informing
him classes would begin Monday, Aug. 21. Kirkham was not
in good spirits following the
message.
"I expressed my displeasure
about starting on Monday and
how I felt 1 had been misled (by
Brockway)," Kirkham said. "His
response was we were starting
classes on Monday."
Brockway said the decision
does not lie in his hands, and he
feels a misunderstanding might
have led Kirkham to believe an

Laura Deaton/The News

John Watson. class of '76 alumnus from Murray. takes out his aggressions on a vehicle
during last weekend•s Homecoming festivities.

PLEASE SEE CLASSES/14
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State organization
elects MSU faculty
John Mateja and David
White, both Murray State
faculty members, have
been elected to threeyear terms on the State
Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive
Research committee.
Mateja is the dean of
the College of Science.
White is a professor and
the director of the Hancock Biological Station.
EPSCoR, a program
begun in the 1980s, works
to make a greater number
of the state's university
faculty competitive on a
national and international
level.
Federal EPSCoR awards
to Kentucky, one of 19
states eligible, now average $1 I million, most of
which is used for research
at state universities. Murray State has received several EPSCoR grants over
the past I0 years.
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Association dedicates educational unit to Minger
•Sprinklers: The sprinkler-education unit will
teach people how they work
and save lives.
By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor
Eveb though she experienced
the loss of her 19-year-old son
only a year ago, Gail Minger
said she has seen a state organization take positive steps
toward educating the public
about sprinklers.
Kentucky Fire Sprinkler Contractors Association Foundation dedicated a sprinkler-education unit to Michael Minger

last month in Louisville.
On one side of the unit in
gray letters it reads, "Dedicated
to the memory of Michael
Minger, Murray State University, Sept. 18, 1998. Never
again."
John and Gail Minger came
from
Niceville,
Fla.,
to
Louisville for the dedication of
the trailer in the memory of
their son. Minger, a sophomore,
died in the Hester College fire a
little over a year ago.
Minger said the sprinklereducation unit was not the family's idea.
"We really didn't have any
say it in," Gail Minger said.
"They just asked us for our per-

mission. I was very overwhelmed and taken by the
actual event. It was really
neat."
The unit will be used to teach
firefighters, students and others how sprinklers work and
how they can help extinguish
fires and save lives.
Melody Elrod, senior from
Murfreesboro, Tenn., was a
good friend of Michael Minger's.
"Personally, I think the
money would be better spent
installing sprinklers, but it
sounds like a good thing," she
said.
Elrod said she thinks it is
important the people who have
the funding to make a differ-

British musicians
will perform in U.S.

Individuals throughout
the area are invited to
take part in panel-making
sessions for the Names
Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt.
Portions of the quilt will
be displayed in the Curris
Center Nov. 15 to 17.
Anyone who is interested should contact Hazel
Jerrel at (888) 575-4871.

Briefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

•Administration: The
President's Cabinet will
meet for the first time
Monday and every other
week according to need.

Kern
Alexander:

By Jason Yates

ered by Universi-

Murray State's
President said
the cabinet will
make sure all
bases are covty

Associate Editor

Children in the community can celebrate the
Halloween season with a
pumpkin painting contest
sponsored by the Student
Government Association.
Pumpkins and painting
supplies will be furnished
for the young artists Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Curris Center, Rocking Chair Lounge.
A story hour will be
provided by the University
Store and refreshments
will be served.
For more information,
contact Misty Sanders or
Jeanie Morgan at the SGA
office at 762-6951.

Local residents
make AIDS quilt

curtains, furniture or anything
that could burn. A fire is ignited and when the temperature
rises enough, the sprinkler puts
the fire out almost instantly.
"It is unbelievable," Minger
said. "If anybody saw it, they
would ask, 'Why don't we have
sprinklers?' "
She said the unit is simple,
but sprinklers and sprinkler
installation is, as well.
The Kentucky Fire Sprinkler
Contractors Association l<'oundation is a 40-member organization composed of companies
that sell, install and maintain
sprinkler equipment. Its members spent $15,000 on building
and equipping the trailer.

Group ·will focus on
discussion, planning

High chair

SGA hosts contest
for local children

The University will host
a recital featuring organist
Robert Munns and soprano Sally Johnson, who are
husband and wife, Oct.
26.
These natives of England
are currently on tour in
the United States, where
they will perform in six
states.
Munns has performed
with the London Philharmonic and the BBC Scottish Orchestra.
Johnson, a graduate of
the Royal College of
Music, frequently directs
master classes in England
and abroad. She made her
BBC debut in 1978.
The concert is free and
open to the public. Composers featured on the
program include J.S. Bach,
Orlando Gibbons, Paul
Hindemith and Peter
Eben.

ence see the demonstration.
"It's a good thing that other
people see it, but it is important
that the right people see it," she
said.
Minger is convinced her son
would not have died in the Hester College fire if the building
had sprinklers. It was built
before the law required them.
She also said there would have
been less property damage.
Since the fire John and Gail
Minger have advocated educating the public about sprinklers.
Gail Minger said there is a
huge window on the back and
side and one sprinkler head
inside of the unit.
A piece of cloth represents

Ryan Brooks/The News

Brandon Kessinger, junior from Owensboro, Ashley Olson, sophomore from Crestwood,
and Rob Forry, sophomore from Russelville, ride atop the semi pulling the Sigma Chi float
in the Homecoming parade Saturday.

Students can challenge
campus parl{ing fines
•Parking: Of 502 tickets
brought before the Judicial
Board during the spring
1999 semester, 243 were
overturned.
By Ann Cautrell
Staff Writer
Murray State students continue to rack up parking tickets and
many of these students are in
turn choosing to challenge their
fines.
According to public safety officials there were 16,885 parking
tickets issued during the 1998-99
academic year, including the
summer term. There have
already been 3,924 tickets issued
for the fall 1999 semester, as of
Oct. 1.
The majority of tickets given
are for two offenses: parking in
the wrong color zone and no permit showing in the vehicle. In the
second instance, the car is then
ticketed for being a non-registered vehicle.
"We get a lot of people who take
off their tags so they can park in
visitor or a different color zone,"
Mittie Southerland, Interim
Director of Public Safety, said.
Students who receive tickets
have the chance to plead their
case to the Student Government
Association's Judicial Board.
Many of them are taking advantage ofthis opportunity.
Of the 7,4 74 tickets issued for

"Students seem
pleased with the
opportunity that
the Judicial Board
gives them."
-JEANIE MORGAN,

An array of Murray State
factions - including administration, faculty, staff and students - is being assembled in
an effort to broaden communication on campus.
The President's Cabinet will
meet for the first time on Monday. The cabinet includes University President Kern Alexander, Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson, Vice
President of Academic Affairs
Gary Brockway, Vice President
of Administrative Services
Tom Denton, Staff Congress
President Orville Herndon,
Faculty Senate President
William Call and Student Government Association Vice Pres• ident Kevin Lowe.
Alexander said the purpose
of the cabinet is to make sure
all bases are covered with the
important facets of the University and its elected heads.
"It's an issues meeting,"
Alexander said.
Meetings will take place
every other week according to
need.
Alexander said he plans to
have presentations at the
meetings, such as a presentation on the benefits and detriments of reorganization.
Vice President of Student

By Ann Cautrell
Staff Writer and

Josh Mitchell
Contributing Writer

SGA ADVISER

the spring 1999 semester, 502 of
were brought before the Judicial
Board for appeals. Of those, 243
of these were overturned, 102
were reduced and 157 were
denied.
"Students seem pleased with
the opportunity that the Judicial
Board gives them." SGA Adviser
Jeanie Morgan said. "It makes
them feel like they have a say in
what happens to them."
"People need to have some
route to appeal their tickets,"
Southerland said. "It wouldn't be
appropriate for me or the office to
handle it."
Southerland said she would
like to see some changes made in
the system.
. "We need to work out a system
of multiple appeals," Southerland
said.
The payment of tickets is handled by the Bursar's Office. Students who have outstanding
parking violations will not be
bTiven their grades or transcripts,
nor will they be allowed to register for classes.

Affairs Don Robertson said the
initiative of the cabinet is to
serve as a communication and
planning vehicle, and to help
members to keep up with what .
is happening on campus.
"The main thing the president is looking for is to enhance
communication," Robertson
said. "If it does enable us to
provide a better communication flow, then that is important."
The opportunity for faculty
and staff to increase input in
decisions excites Staff Congress President Orville Hemdon.
"It is a good idea, and the
president should be given credit for coming up with it," Hemdon said. "Only time will tell,
but hopefully it will be successful."
Herndon said he does not
foresee major revelations com·
ing from the cabinet. He envisions a quiet, behind-thescenes group that will discuss
such issues as tuition and reorganization.
"The input will not be visible
but the benefit is we can make
suggestions on policy when it is
being formulated," he said. "If
it works, we can be proactive
instead of reactive."

People, objects transmit
•Health: Many of the millions of cases of head lice
occur in school-age children and their families.

Anyone, given the right circumstances, can contract head
lice. Cases of the disease total
between six and 12 million,
with many of them occurring
in school-age children and
their families.
Normally, these little critters are nothing more than a
minor nuisance. However,
recently doctors and pharmacists are seeing cases of head
lice that do not respond to normal treatment.
"We have been seeing some
resistant strains," Pat Hughes, pharmacist for Rite Aid
Pharmacy, said. "Some areas
out west are seeing even more
problems with killing head
lice."
According to the Kentucky
Epidemiological
Notes,
schools, camps, hospitals and
many other institutions are
ideal grounds for epidemics.
"Anytime you are in a closed
situation where you are sharing clothes or towels or hats,
you are more likely to pass

~--· ·

these on," Judy Lyle, RN and
Health Educator for Health
Services, said.
Lice can be transmitted via
person-to-person contact or
inanimate objects such as:
coats, caps, scarves, hair
brushes, combs, bedding and
sometimes upholstered furniture.
The most common symptom
of head lice is itching. Other
symptoms may include a tickling feeling in the hair, irri·
tability and sores on the head.
According to the Epidemiological Notes, there are three
forms of lice. Nits are head lice
eggs. They are often confused
with dandruff or hair spray
droplets.
The nit then hatches into
the nymph. It matures into an
adult about seven days after
hatching.
The adult louse is about the
size of a sesame seed and is
tan or grayish white. Adult
lice can survive u}> to 30 days
on a person's head, feeding on
blood. If a louse falls out off of
the hair, it dies within two
days.
Lice is diagnosed through a

personnel.

li~e

careful examination of the
head. Adult lice or nits may be
visible in the hair. Nits found
close to the scalp are new,
while nits more than onefourth inch from the scalp
indicate an old infestation.
Lice infestations can be
treated with over the counter
shampoos, gels or sprays.
These products are pesticides,
and can be harmful if used
repeatedly.
"The best way to remove the
nits and lice themselves is to
use a very, very fine toothed
comb. and pick out all the nits
individually," Lyle said.
The home environment also
has to be treated to prevent
reinfestation. Washable items
can be soaked in 150 degree
water for five to 10 minutes.
Clothing and sheets should be
washed in hot water and dried
on the highest heat possible.
Vacuuming surface areas is
also effective.
In cases of resistant lice,
people are resorting to an oldfashioned remedy.
"We have recommended
coating the head with Vaseline in order to kill the lice,"
Hughes said. "We're only really having problems with overthe-counter products failing.
You can go to a prescription
treatment, which is usually
still effective."

)t
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Seminars address dialogue, gestures
•Communication: The
seminars will discuss
skills that could be useful
in both professional and
personal situations.

"Communication
out of your
mouth isn't
always good or
honest or true. "

By Sarah Dooley
Contributing Writer

-JOHN HOMA,

As Murray State concentrates on improving campus
safety, three campus organiza·
tions are sponsoring seminars
on self-defense and unspoken
communication.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon,
Alpha Phi Sigma and the
department of political science,
criminal justice and legal studies are sponsoring events concentrating on these topics.
On Oct. 30 at 9 a.m. in the
Curris Center Theater, Robert
Rail, fonner Chicago police officer, will present "The Unspoken Dialogue." This seminar
will focus on how to read dialogue and non-verbal cues in a
variety of settings.
John Homa, lecturer in crim-

CRIMINAL J USTICE LECTIJRER

inal justice, said the seminar
would be advantageous fo r
anyone wishing to understand
the entire message a person
sends, intentionally and unintentionally.
"Communication out of your
mouth isn't always good or
honest or true," Homa said.
Rail is a fonner UN observer/trainer in Bosnia and is the
author of "The Unspoken Dialogue: Understanding Body
Language and Controlling Lhe
InterviewIN egotiation
Scenario."
The publication and the seminar both focus on identifying

aggression, dishonesty and
neutrality in others, particu·
larly during interviews, confrontations and negotiations.
Homa said these skills are
especially important during
confrontations.
"We have a few seconds to
figure out what th at person's
really saying," Homa said.
The skills featured in the
seminar include evaluation of
non-ver bal cues, remaining in
control during a confrontation
and seeing through talk to
what the person to whom one is
speaking really means.
These skills are useful during job interviews, meetings,
and other day-to-day situations, Homa said.
"I think it's a great seminar
to understand what other people a re saying without even
talking," Homa said.
Jennifer Ellenberger, freshman from Paducah, said body
language is important to her in
communication.
Ellenberger is deaf and
teaches a sign language class

on Wednesday nigh ts.
"Sometimes if a person is
upset, it shows in actions, body
language and expression,"
Ellen berger said .
Ellenberger said body language and expression give
clues to a person 's mood and to
the meaning of what they are
saying.
The second seminar, "Verbal
,Judo," will be held Dec. 4. Jeffrey Rush will present a program on how to use words,
rather than physical confrontations, to reach a goal.
From Dec. 13 to 17, the third
program, "Defense Without
Damage," will be taught by
Rail. This instructor training
course will certify participants
to be instructors in Rail's
nationally-recognized defensive tactics course.
The cost for "The Unspoken
Dialogue" is $25 for students,
$40 for others. For "Verbal
J udo" the cost is $35 for students and $45 for professionals. "Defense With out Damage"
will cost $250.

SGA invites students to voice concerns
•SGA: Thf!re will be Jump Day
tables set up at Winslow Dining
Hall, the Curris Center and academic buildings Oct. 28 for this annual
event.
By J osh Mitchell
Contributing Writer
The Student Government Association
will conduct its annual Jump Day Oct. 28.
OCWe are going to do it around the time
when Garbage and Lit are going to be here
with the MTV Invasion Tour so that way

we will have a lot of people on cam pus, a
lot of people in one area so we will be able
to get a bunch of responses," SGA Secretary Michael Thome said.
Jump Day is designed to better help students address their concerns to the SGA.
"Jump Day is SGA's join us in making
progress day," Thorne said. "It is a constituency day for us to let students of Mu rray let us know what concerns they have
and things that they would like to see
brought to Murray and campus specifically."
Jump Day will include various questions
on a written response survey.

"The questionnaire will include around
15 different questions, starting from your

gender to questions about department surveys including Food Services, computer
labs and campus safety," SGA University
Affairs Ch air Nikki Key said.
Jump Day will be set up in many different areas, providing many opportunities
for students to participate.
"We will set up around Winslow, the
Curris Center and other academic buildings," Key said. "We will try to have a table
set up at the MTV Campus Invasion Tour
if we can get permission from the various
a ffiJ iates."

Police Beat
Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1999
12:13 a.m. There was a noise complaint in the Hart College lot.
1:31 p.m. A student reported the theft of her vehicle.
2:37p.m. The Elizabeth College resident director reported the smell of
marijuana in a fourth floor room. It was unoccupied.
4:01 p.m. A student who came to Public Safety reported damage to his
vehicle in the Olive Street lot. It may have been caused by a weed
eater.
4:06 p.m. The director of the National Scouting Museum reported
skateboarders in the circle.
4:19p.m. Skateboarders were reported at Spari<s Hall. An officer
asked the juveniles to leave campus.
Thursday, Oct. 14, 1999
10:18 p.m. There was a noise complaint at College Courts. The Housing office was advised and handled 1t.
Friday, Oct. 15, 1999
1:02 p.m. The National Scouting Museum filed a theft report.
11:13 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the 1200 block of College
Courts. The subjects were asked to quiet down and disperse.
Saturday, Oct. 16, 1999
3:59 a.m. The Calloway County Jail notified Public Safety it had Jorge
Andujar in custody
1:37 p.m. The University Store reported detaining a shoplifter. Two
juveniles were transported to their parents.
2 p.m. A vehicle rolled into another vehicle at Tent City. There was no
damage to either vehicle. While the vehicle was rolling, it also bumped
a pedestrian. who was not injured and did not file a report.
2:18p.m. There was a non-injury accident in the stadium lot.
5:03 p.m. Miller Golf Course requested EMS for a traffic accident near
the course.
Sunday, Oct.17, 1999
4:37 p.m. There were skateboarders at Ordway Hall.
10:25 p.m. Vandalism was reported to the old church building.
Monday, Ocl18, 1999
7:38 p.m. There was a possible abandoned vehicle near the tennis
courts on Chestnut Street.
9:03 p.m. A student reported a lost wallet near the basketball courts.
Tuesday, Oct. 19, 1999
9:14a.m. Wori<ers reported gas stolen from vans behind the Curris
Center.
Racer Escorts - 17
Motorist Assists - 11
Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin Hill,
assistant news editor, from materials available at Public Safety.
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AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS - BONDS

TtavelersPropertyCasualt~
A m11111ber of

C-lgro~ J

104 N. 41h St.
P.O. Box 1394

753·3500
ldtp'.Hmembefs.xoOm.~

UNIVERSITY

Co~gratu

Tire&: Auto

HeatherR

BRIDGESTONE

FIRESTONE

DAYTON

Now Open
SATURDAYS!

1999-2000

coming Queen

Boled Shrimp • S8 lb.
Fresh Crawrkh • $4.50 lb.

Tbursda~s
51 draft n ght with meal

Only Place to Find
Gator, Steaks &
Burgers, Oysters,
& even Lobster!

8 a.m. - 12 p.m. MECHANICS ON DUTY

1406 Main St.
753-4994

1 mle east of Paris
Lan<:t'lg Bridge on the rtg'lt.
(93, )232-3098
Thtrs.-Sat. 4-9 p.m. • Sll'l. 1-9 p.m.

ROB RICHEY - PRESIDENT

''Lowest Rates In Town''

A

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

.)

cars to vans

Fresh
Seafood
Weekly

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES
OF PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY

MAKE A DIFFERENCE...
NOW!!

r

Requirements
At least 2 t yean of age, valid driver's license.
"MaJor credfc cards"

Local pickup available

Parker 'Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
Downtown Murray
751 • 5273 Ask for Wade

NQW WHILE EARNING 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT!

REGISTER FOR YAA 290
THIS SPRING SEMESTER AND EARN 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT WHILE
HELPING PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY.

YAA 290 Current Trends and Issues In Youth & Human Services 9:30.10:45 T&Th

A minor in Youth Agency Administration may also be considered from the
American Humanics Center for Leadership in Community Service.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Dr. Roger Weis, 108 Carr Health Building,
762-3808 (phone) or 762-6125 (fax)
Special AH Scholarships are available.
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Could your life be in theater after death?

Q•

Imagine you are dead.
Now you are sitting in an incredible
movie theater and on the screen
begins your life. It begins at birth and
even includes your thoughts and
dreams.
This is not my theory. My friend
Susanna described it as her biggest
fear. She imagines her family and
friends all watching as she commits
many mortal sins.
"Hell, everyone could go," she said.
"We have eternity, everyone has 80 or
so years to spare."
Can you imagine everyone watching
you lie, cheat, bad mouth or even pick
your nose? How about when your parents see you doing those things you
don't even leave the light on for? It's
worse yet when you talk about those
people who are your friends.
I am terrified. My life was going just
fine. I am not even a religious person,
but the thought of my life going before
an audience of my peers could cause

How many classes do

you plan to skip to go home
early for Fall Break?

Name: Brian
Millner
Major: Business
Administration
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Paducah
" Three classes
that I don't attend anyway."

Name: Heryadi
Kurnia
Major:
Management of
Technology
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
Indonesia
uour professor cancelled our
class.''
Name: Andrea
Kleid
Major: Radion:V.
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Florence
" Two classes,
but Senior
Seminar doesn't count." .

Name: Scott
Sageser
Major: Manufactu ring/Engineering
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Shelbyville
.. None. I'll stay
here and go deer hunting.''

Name: Brandon
Flexer
Major:
Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Home town:
Waverly, Tenn.
u1 don't have
any classes, so I'll get to go
home anyway."
Jason Billingsley/ The News
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me to keep in the middle of the road. I
could not justify myself, no matter
what skills of rationalization and communication I have been granted, if the
butt of my jokes had to hear it from
my mouth without remorse. It would
not be like the guy walked up behind
me and I could redeem myself.
I have started doing asides to a
future audience, trying to explain
myself. People hear me and then ask
who I am talking to, so obviously,
Shakespeare told the other actors to
ignore the spotlight. But he had the

right idea to explain the motives or
background to those in attendance.
For example, when the group watches me kick a cat or cuss at a random
man, they may not remember a cat
once punctured my rear as I ran or a
short man with the same toupee
flunked me one year in high school.
They may not realize I easily love animals and bald men once I get to know
them.
I suppose my fears are irrational.
Perhaps from viewing my entire life,
the audience will see how well! have
evolved and how much better I have
gotten. They may understand my
intentions and forgive me.
Then again, I may find out that I
really don't like me. At least I would
have an eternity to change or find a
new set of friends.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the editor-in·
cMef of "The Murray State News."

Fall semester
should start
on Tuesday
Until 1998, fall semesters did not begin on
Mondays and students arrived on campus the
weekend before classes began. Students had
plenty of time to get ready for classes to start.
Last year, that changed.
Classes started on a Monday last fall, which
took a day away from students. They had less
time to get moved in, buy their books and get
reacclimated to the Murray State campus.
Unfortunately, it looks like school will start on
Monday again next - - - - - - - - year. Some are in sup\l iellJ
port of starting classes- - - - - - - - -- on the first Monday Issue:
because Labor Day Next year's fall semester
usually falls during the will again start on
second week of school. Monday.
All Monday, Wednes- Position:
day, Friday classes The semester should
would get a late start, start on Tuesday to give
but a bigger concern for students more time.
faculty is classes that
meet only Mondays
would miss the first two weeks of school.
While classes would be missed, students really need that extra day to get ready for class.
Most students who live on campus get to school
Sunday and then have to get unpacked and go
to class Monday. Those students need a break.
1\vo days of class is not really much lost time,
either. Faculty often spend most of the first
class going over the syllabus anyway. If class is
missed the first two Mondays of each semester,
the time can easily be made up the rest of the
semester by the teachers.
Simply put, the schedule needs to be reverted
back to starting on the first 'fuesday. It is a
rush to get adjusted to campus life after a long
summer and having an extra day to let the students get acclimated.

Our

Your Vieu;s
Student concerned
about state of athletics

department, but rather the charges of
fourth-degree assault. Does the athletic department feel these allegations
are
not serious enough to warrant
To the Editor:
action? I hope not. Women in this
After reading the Oct. 8 issue of country have fought long and hard to
"The Murray State News," I became win the independence and freedom
quite concerned how Murray State's they have, bul yet they have a long
athletic department views the actions road ahead of them. Actions such as
of its athletes. A report on Marlon those that Towns has been accused of
Towns and his charges of four th- can only hinder that growth.
Any man who assaults a woman has
degree assault and possession of marintense
problems. Coming from a
ijuana disturbed me deeply. Will Muran abusive father, who
home
with
ray State sink to the level of other
repeatedly
beat
his wife, I can tell you
schools? Will the actions of players, if
if
the
behavior
is
not changed, then it
proven, simply be accepted as being
will
only
grow.
Athletes
are placed in
OK, just to win the season champithe
limelight
day
in
and
day out.
onship? These are the questions stuthe
pressure
is
intense
at times,
While
dents at Murray are .asking of Coach
it
excuse
the
actions
of
never
does
Tevester Anderson.
assaulting
a
woman.
We read time and time again how
If Towns is proven guilty, should he
athletes dodge the law and are above
be
kicked off the team? That question
those rules and regulations set forth
brings
with it much debate. Are we
for others in the school. This letter
doing
what's
in the best interest of the
isn't to address the inconsistencies of
school,
the
woman
allegedly assaulted
rule enforcement of the athletic
or; Towns? After much thought, I

believe he should be released of his
duties as an athlete, if convicted, and
allowed to continue school only with
visits to counseling.
We must go above and beyond the
standards of other schools. We may be
ranked nationally for our backcourt,
but what does it say if we let an athlete assault a woman one day and play
the next? Are we really doing what's
best for the athletes or should we take
preventive measures and begin coun·
seling athletes before cases such as
this reach the limelight?
I ask that students, teachers,
administrators and coaches take a
stand and say assaulting a woman is
wrong. Some actions should be taken
on behalf of the athletic department
and the coaching staff. If nothing is
done, we have not only let victims
down, we have let down our athletes
and the reputation of Murray State
University.
Joshua Haines
Florence
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Manners
tal{e turn
for worse
"It's just a game."
- Greg Stark, after he watched many
people lose lousy uideo games and he
consoled them. The phrase was also
said to Stark after he wrecked in a
simulated NASCAR race on the Internet. Following the wreck, he threw an
expletiue-filled temper tantrum.
I can dish out advice and take it,
too. It's better to win than it is to lose,
obviously. But if you lose, remember,
. . .
I
1t ts JUSt a game.
People take real sports seriously.
People even take video games seriously. I even spent some time with people
who were playing wrestling video
games and taking them very seriously, because they had their own title
belts on the line.
Imagine that. People playing a video
game of a sport that isn't real (I imagine I'll get a few letters on that one)
and taking it very seriously.
It's just a game.
Sportsmanship transcends video
games. Especially in real sports,
where there has been a lack of cooperation lately.
The other night, the New York Yankees and the Boston Red Sox were
playing in the American League
Championship Series. Late in the
game, New York Yankees second
baseman Chuck Knoblauch tried to
place a tag on a Boston base runner.
Knoblauch missed and dropped the
ball, but the second base umpire
called the base runner out.
The game, which was at Boston's
legendary Fenway Park, came to a
halt. Fans began to hurl various
objects onto the field and the game
was delayed.
Sunday, the New Orleans Saints
played at home against the Atlanta
Falcons. Fans began to boo Saints
Head Coach Mike Ditka as the team
walked to the locker room for halftime. In retaliation to the verbal
abuse Ditka received, the coach held
his arm up and flashed the crowd an
obscene gesture. After the game, he
grabbed another part of his anatomy.
The Saints later fined Ditka $20,000.
Sticking with professional football,
the worst crowd reaction I have ever
seen was a few weeks ago when the
Dallas Cowboys played the Philadelphia Eagles in the "City of Brotherly
Love." Cowboy wide receiver Michael
Irvin was tackled on a play early in
the game and he hit the ground hard.
He lay motionless on the field.
The crowd's reaction? One might
think it would be stunned silence. It
was the opposite, however.
The fans cheered, of course, when
the hit was made on Irvin. That is
excusable. The crowd kept cheering as
he laid on the field. That is not excusable.
Philadelphia sports fans have a history for being rowdy. A few years ago,
they took advantage of a big snowfall
and pelted the field and players with
snowballs during a game. This summer, the Phillies played the Cardinals, and fans threw batteries at Cardinal outfielder J.D. Drew. The fans
did not have a right to pelt Drew with
the power a rtillery, but the motivation behind throwing the batteries
was that Drew and his agent turned
down a contract offer from the Phillies
when he was drafted by them a few
years ago. They also booed Santa
Claus. Great town, Philly.
Sports can be taken too seriously.
It's not just in the professional ranks
and amateur ranks.
For all the fans who pull for their
own teams and think it is the only
thing that happens in life, they need
to remember one thing.
It's just a game.

Greg Stark is the viewpoint editor for
"The Murray State News."
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Patriotism lacl{ing in American society
"Ask not what your country can do
for you. Ask what you can do for your
country," or so the saying goes. But
from my point of view, we live in a
society where these standards are no
longer accepted. After all, what is
there to look up to?
We live in an age where there no
longer are any absolutes. Nothing is
black or white.
Lies and misconduct have tarnished
the office of the presidency. The threat
of nuclear warfare and proliferation,
although very real, are no longer a
threat to Americans. Honesty and
decency are no longer American stan·
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dards and the unifying link of American patriotism is dwindling.
The reason Americans are losing
pride is because there is not much to

be proud of.
Instead, our ideals are being
replaced with a strong sense of separatism, with groups dividing more and
more. Rather than Americans, now we
are gays, women's rights activists,
Christians, Mrican-Americans, Jewish people and so forth. There is no
common ground for us as Americans.
Instead each group demands more and
more individual privileges. This is
threatening to us as a country because
instead of fearing external dangers,
we now face internal enemies.
Although radical examples, the recent
school and race violence has shown us

separatism will only stand to tear us
apart.
Adding to this is the problem of
political correctness. Political correctness, or PC, although started with
good intentions, does a better job of
alienating ~ericans than unifjnng
them. By forcing Americans to use
awkward and confusing terms, PC
makes American pride seem stupid
and nerdy. I think it would serve us all
much better to eliminate PC rather
than enforce it.
All of us, no matter what our background are uniquely American. I think
we need to be more respectful of our

country and each other. We can do this
in so many little ways. For instance,
smile and say hello to one another as
you pass by others on the street or
pick up litter and throw it away properly. It's these small tokens of respect
that show we care about this land and
one another. As Alexis De Toqueville,
said, "America is great because America is good. When America ceases to be
good, America will cease to be great."

Joseph Pence is a senior electronic
journalism major from Owensboro.

Smiling is way
to mal{e friends
Anyone who has known me
for the past few years knows
I'm one of the best when it
comes to cynics, pessimists and
overall not-happy people. After
all, I'm a bitter woman.
I've been wron~d by the
world. Who hasn't? Well, in
respect of the cynicism I have
held so dear to my heart for the
past few years, I have something to say about that.
I think people should smile a
little more often.
Hear me out. I have been a
student on this fine campus for
a couple of months now and, as
a resident of Hester College, I
am blessed with the privilege of
walking about, oh, say, 10
miles to class every day.
I'll admit, the first week of
class, I didn't make eye contact
with most of the people 1
passed by. I just couldn't help
but be distracted by the wonderful landscape and scenery
that Murray State has to offer.
After that, I started "people
watching;" you know, looking
at people's expressions as you
pass them on the way to class.
Let me tell you, there must
be some angry people on this
campus. People will do almost
anything to avoid direct eyecontact and, if they do lock eyes
with you momentarily, they
quickly snap their head in the
opposite direction, like they are
in denial of acknowledging
your existence.
On second thought, maybe
it's just me. Maybe I have some
random article permanently
lodged on my face and people
are just afraid to look at me.
However, for the sake of this
article, I'm just going to
assume I don't .
Forging ahead, I played the
little "look, look away, look"
game with passersby for the
ftrst month of class. Then,
something amazing happened.
I was on my way to Faculty
Hall one day when I made eye-
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contact with some girl I had
never seen before. And get this.
Instead of automatically averting her gaze to the nearest tree,
she smiled at me. I was taken
aback by the random act of
kindness. Go figure. It made
my day. OK. not really, but it
did make me feel' a little better.
So, as the story goes, as
cheesy as it sounds, I decided to
try this out myself. I started
randomly smiling and saying
"Hi" to a few people and it really does surprise people. Sure,
some people still look at me like
1 have a third eye, but hey, I'm
used to that. Most people smile
back and attempt conversation.
Smiling at people isn't
always as much an action as it
is a representation of your atti·
tude. Maybe I'm always going
to be a little bitter, cynical and
sarcastic, but l've matured a lot
in the last year. Whenever I
smHe or do something nice for
someone, it doesn't just make
them feel better, it reminds me
of how far I've come.
So I guess what I am trying
to convey here is it wouldn't
hurt anybody on this campus to
smile at someone you don't
know once a day and say hello.
If you're shy, this one action
can be the easiest way to make
friends. Give it a try.
And if you don't, please don't
~t~at me like the dirt wedged in
your All-Stars when I smile at
you. Thanks.

If(

Loree Stark is a staff writer for
''The Murray State News."

'Golden Tree' brings bacl{ memories for student
Walking across Murray State's campus on a fall afternoon, I can hear the
sound of leaves crunching under my
feet. The deep oranges, reds and yel·
lows cause my senses to ignite. I think
back to my childhood when my feet
weren't so big and my life wasn't so
hectic.
My twin sister, father and I would
always take walks during this time of
year. lt was then and still is my
favorite season - fall.
We lived in the country, in a small
brick house and behind that house
was an enormous farm with hundreds
of cows, ducks, wildflowers and beautiful, enormous trees. There was one
special tree; however, which my sister
and I adored. We called it "The Golden
Tree."
Every Sunday morning, when my
neighbors and friends would go to
church, my father would take my sister and me out to walk on the farm.
My sister and I always had our own
walking sticks and my father would

-

flower to take home to our mother.
always took numerous pictures of the knew it was time to go and I had to say
However, when we were close tree. So, while he took his pictures, my goodbye to my favorite tree.
enough to see the tree in full foliage, sister and I would patiently sit underAs we walked away, 1 would always
() j)illi011
my mouth always dropped open and neath the tree and look up inside its stray behind, glancing back at the tree
my eyes were wide with delight. The branches. I would always imagine lit- over and over again. I always had this
tree was like magic, like something a tle elves hiding behind the leaves, strange feeling that it would vanish
STEVIE
child would see in a fairy tale. It stood scurrying and jumping from one into thin air, just like rainbows seem
LOWERY
out from all the other trees and it branch to the next. I wou1d examine to vanish ... instantly. I would continlooked like it had golden leaves. The each fallen leaf for hidden footprints ue looking back over my shoulder until
milJions of bright yellow leaves cover- or little elf shoes.
the tree was out of my line of sight. I
I realized the leaves were no longer would then run as fast as I could to
ing the tree's branches gleamed like a
pack each of us a little snack, a Ziploc huge pot of gold shimmering in the golden. but, I believed they were gold reach my father, grab his hand and
until they touched the ground. The walk the rest of the way home.
bag full of M&Ms, raisins and sun.
When we could see the tree in full instant they touched the earth, they
I have to say, those autumn Sunpeanuts. This was my favorite time of
the week. It was the time of the week view, my eyes would always water and became ordinary leaves. It was my lit- days while I walked with my father
when, even as a child, 1 learned more I would squint because the golden tle fantasy, and it still makes me smile hand-in-hand, were some of the only
times I can remember feeling perfectly
about nature and the spirit that lives color was so electrically bright. I can today.
remember wondering if this was the
When my father finished shooting content. Now, every time I see a leaf
within it.
Each time we set out on our journey, spot where the rainbow ended. Was his roll of fllm., he would sit under- falling from its branch or a golden leaf
I always begged my father to take us this the so-called pot of gold that was neath the tree with my sister and me that has already fallen to the ground,
and we would eat our snacks. He my mind drifts back to those days as a
to "The Golden Tree." It always such a mystery?
It was more than a pot of gold to me, almost always fell asleep as he rested child. And sometimes, I can feel my
seemed to take a very long time to
reach the special tree; however, we however. lt was my secret shared only against the huge tree trunk. My sister father's hand in mine.
never complained. We always with my father and sister. Now, I am and I would always erupt with giggles,
which eventually woke him up from Stevie Lowery is a junior print
explored the creeks, hoping to find sharing it with you.
My father, who is a photographer, . his short slumber. By that time, we journalism nuJjor from St. Francis.
some little critter to play with or a
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Insurance bills might benefit consumers
•Policy: The commissioner of
insurance addressed possible
policy changes in health, homeowner's, life and auto insurance.
By Sarah Dooley
Contributing Writer

Kentucky Commissioner of Insurance George Nichols answered questions about insurance at a public
forum Oct. 14 in the Curris Center.
Topics addressed by Nichols included general health insurance, homeowner's insurance, life insurance and
auto insurance.
Nichols said Kentucky's insurance
policies can be confusing.
"Kentucky seems to change its
health insurance clause every two
years," he said.
In 1994, a bill was passed in Ken·
tucky that was similar to President
Clinton's suggestion on the federal
level. Though it was not passed on the
federal level, Kentucky adopted the
bill, which dealt with consumer protection.
Before 1994, if a consumer was seriously ill, that person could not purchase a health insurance policy,
Nichols said, but because of this bill,
any consumer, regardless of health
conditions, can purchase a policy.
This caused prices to rise.

EARN UP TO $1000
By
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Another bill is being suggested
involving external review of appeals.
Currently, if a claim is denied, the
consumer can appeal through the
insurance company's internal appeals
process. If the claim is still denied,
the process can be reviewed by the
state for up to 60 days.
The external review bill would
allow a group of impartial physicians
to review a claim that had been
denied by the company's internal
appeals board.
"I think the bill has an excellent
chance of passing," Sen. Bob Jackson,
D-Murray, said. "It'll take a lot of
work on all our parts." Jackson was
present at the public forum.
Consumers who agree that external
review is a good idea may support the
bill in a session that begins Jan.
Nichols said one of the reasons the
cost of health insurance is rising is
because of rising pharmacy costs.
Nichols said pharmacy costs are
increasing at the rate of 15 to 25 per·
cent.
Recently, Kentucky's Department
of Insurance studied how the money
consumers pay on a premium is
spent. 'According to this study, only
16 cents out of every dollar paid on a
premium goes to the insurance company. The remainder is split among
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hospitals, pharmacies and other
related businesses and agencies.
But health insurance isn't the only
area consumers are concerned about.
There can also be confusion over what
homeowner's insurance covers,
Nichols said.
For example, homeowner's policies
don't cover earthquake damage, so a
homeowner wishing to be covered in
the event of an earthquake must buy
a separate earthquake policy.
An earthquake of six to eight on the
Richter Scale is expected in western
Kentucky within the next 50 to 100
years, Nichols said.
New issues have been causing problems in the life insurance category.
According to the Department of
Insurance in Frankfort, a viatica} settlement is an agreement in which ter·
min ally ill people are paid part of the
value of their life insurance policy in
order to benefit from the policy before
death. The person who buys the settlement continues to pay the premiums, and receives the full benefit
upon the terminally ill per son's
death.
Nichols said viatica! settlements
have been on the rise lately, but fraud
associated with viatica} settlements
is among the top 10 consumer scandals.
The Department of Insura nce

wants to put via tica! settlements
under a uthority, "so we a t least know
what's going on," Nichols said.
Nichols a lso addressed concerns
about auto insurance, including the
convict ion of State Farm Insurance
Company in a multi-million dollar
lawsuit.
The lawsuit involved the use of
after -market parts, Nichols said.
These parts were used for t he repair
of damaged automobiles in~ured by
State Fann.
Since 1996, any car involved in an
accident would be repa ired using
after-market, rather than GM, parts.
The judge ruled this was fraud
because State Farm claimed the parts
it used were of the same quality as
those they were replacing, when in
fact they were inferior, Nichols said.
State Fann a rgued to cover the cost
of GM parts, it would have to r aise its
premiums. Consumer groups said
they would rather pay this raised premium than have inferior parts used
in the repairs of their cars.
Nichols said State Fann is required
to pay at least $476 million in the
suit, but the j udgment, which is still
in negotiation, could go to more than
$1 billion, which will be paid to the
policy holders.
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Coverage costs
increase little
for faculty, staff
•Insurance: Faculty and staff will
have an increase in what they pay
in health insurance..
By Shannon McFarlin ·
Staff Writer

There will be little change in the premiums faculty and staff must pay for
their health insurance coverage at Murray State.
"I'm pleased that we will just have a
minor increase in our premiums for the
2000 year," Martin Jacobs, chair of the
faculty/staff joint committee on insurance and benefits, said. "We're going to
be continuing with pretty much t he same
coverage we've had, except fo r the slight
increase. We looked at dental insurance
and it was just too cost-prohibitive. The
bids were not attractive."
J acobs is in his last days as chair of the
committee, having served in that capacity for two years.
"I've fo llowed the whole process
through to managed care and our chairs
usually only serve for two years before a
new one is elected," be said. "Our first
committee meeting of the new year is
this week and I expect the first order of
business will be to elect a new chair."

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Belt damn ~Ina In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.
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No Minors after 8:30 p.11. Tharsday

!it:uck

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
753-4424

*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge Jewelry

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-0810
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

1 3 Miles south of Murrlf
12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery
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American Fil111 Institute
Presents the
Top Ten Movies of All Time
In the curris Center Theater
Free Admission
Monday, Nov. 1

@

Sp.m.

#to singing in the Rain
Monday, Nov. 8 @ Sp.m.
#9 Schindler's List
Monday, Nov. 15

@

Sp.m.

#8 on the waterfront
Monday, No\l. 29 @ Sp.m.
#7 The Graduate
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1999-2000 Who's Who
Among Students in
American
Universities and Colleges
Applications Available in the
Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall 762-6831
Deadline:
October 29, 1999
Eligibility: 3.0 G.P.A.
Graduating in December 1999
May or August 2000
Demonstrated Campus and
Community Leadership
and Involvement
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Perry relies on local connections
increasingly encouraged to run for Commonwealth Attorney, he was reluctant to
leave his private practice.
Perry's wife Shannon currently works
as his office administrator and is taking
courses at the University to complete her
degree in business administration. Shan·
non Perry said she and their four sons
are excited and supportive of his run for
Mounce, but he had known Phelps a nd office.
her mother Laura for more th an 10
Perry, past national president of the
years. Since then the charges have been MSU Alumni Association, is hoping his
dismissed.
long ties with Murray State will help him
"I knew there was no way th ey would win the Democratic nomination in the
be able to post $100,000 bond," Perry May 2000 primary.
said. "I knew also they would not be able
In 1965, when he was 16, Perry landed
to afford my services so I made a com- his fi rst job at the University working on
mitment to represent her for free because
the construction of College Courts. He
I thought it was the right t hing to do."
He said be had read t he information then went on to receive his degree from
about the frre and was convinced she had the University in 1971 and graduated
from the University of Kentucky College
nothing to do with it.
of
Law in 1975. During the interim
"I believe the arrest and prosecution of
between
graduation a nd law school,
Lana and the other six detracted from
Perry
was
an investigator for the County
the investigation," Perry said. "I was conAttorney's
office and a juvenile officer for
vinced these seven students had nothing
Calloway
and
Marshall Counties. He has
to do with the fi re. I thought their prosealso
been
named
a Distinguished Alumcution clouded the issue."
nus
of
the
College
of Business.
After the fire, Perry said while he was

Little Boy Blew

Roger Perry: The attor-

•Election : Roger Perry was reluctant to leaue his priuate practice
but will run for Commonwealth
Attorney in May of 2000.
By Jennifer Sa charnoski

ney from Benton volunteered his law service free of
charge for Lana Phelps and
Melissa Mo unce when they
were arrested in connection
with the Hester College fire.

Editor-in-Chief

Roger Perry, attorney from Benton,
recently announced his run for Commonwealth Attorney for Marshall and Calloway Counties.
Born and raised in western Kentucky,
Perry said it is connections within the
community that are important. He fears
that was not previously the perception.
"What it can bring to the office is a balance for the public," he said. "The citizens of the community should be able to
see the prosecutor's office is concerned
for everyone, those citizens who have
been victimized and t hose who may fall
under suspection."
Last year, when former Murray State
·students Lana P helps and Melissa
Mounce were arrested in connection with
the fatal Hester College ftre, Perry volunteered his law services free of charge.
Prior to the arrest, Perry did not know

Laura Deaton/The N ews

Alan Lewis, junior from Louisville, plays his t rumpet d uring
the p re-game festivities of the Homecoming football game
aga inst East ern Illinois University on Saturday.

DE
LINE FOR DEGREE
APPLICATI()NS - NOV.2

Be

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Togethtr

Judicial Board Meet!ng

an

-1.

Become a
Kentuclcy Organ Donor.
ror more information call:
J-800-525-3456.

Every Jhursday @3:30 p.m.
Cumberland Room in the
urr-is Center

• Are you pregnant?
• Onable to parent at thls time?

WECAN HEI.Pl
•
•
•

Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenses paid
You choose loving parents

,

c.IIToiFree

Associate and Ba<.-calaur<.·atc degt·ee
applications for May 2000
graduation arc due in the
Registrar·s ()fficc. Snulents 'vho
have not already requested their
degree packet should do so as soon
as possible. Pacl\.cts tnay be picked
up one 'veek frotn the date of the
request. All packets nn1st he
cotnplctcd and include signatures
of area/tnajor and tninor advisors
being r·cturned on Nov. 2.

Dl)' (800) 542·5245
Evening (800) 820-4091

Did you talk to that recruiter?

Did you get a job offer?
Full-time or co-op?
They have locations
all over the U.S.

GREAT
OPPORTUNITIESl
I didn 't kno\v that

company did that!

They recruit for all majors, too!

SOME SUGGESTED EMPLOYER QUESTIONS:
• Currently, what are your fields of greatest need and do you anticipate these needs changing over
the next few years?
• What kinds of activities can I do while in school to make myself more competitive in the job market?
• Do you hire college students for co-ops, internships or summer employment? How do I apply for
these positions?
• What kind of career opportunities are available for individuals with my degree and skills?
• What qualities are you looking for in new hires?.
·
• What type of opportunities do you currently have available?
• What are your future hiring plans?
• What type of training do you offer new hires?
• What geographic locations do you hire for?
• What are your policies concerning transferring and relocation?
• ldenttfy typical career paths based on past records. What is the realistic time frame for
advancement?
• Are your starting salaries competitive with the industry and area? What range are they currently?
• What makes your organization different from competitors?
• Describe the work environments at your organization.
• What characteristics do you see in successful people at your organization?
• What is the best way to apply for a position at your organization?
If you take the time and do the tuggested company research you will naturally ~ve/op questions which will be directed to
s specific company and/or position. Preparing ahead of time will au/tt you when vl•lting wfth company rep~euntatives.

MSU FALL CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, Oct. 27
1 Oa.m. - 2p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Use your education, Use your experience ...
GET WHAT YOU CAME FOR ... Success,
Employment, Career, Benefits ... the list goes on

Dress Professionally, Bring Resumes
210 Ordway Hall

(

762-3735

career.services@murraystate.edu
http://campus.murraystat e.edu/careerservices.htm
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Public Relations
professor speaks
at PRSA conference
Robin Proulx, lecturer
at Murray State, will speak
at the Public Relations
Society of America
National Conference Friday to Tuesday in Anaheim, Calif.
Proulx will talk about
"Preparing for a Career in
International Public Relations." She will discuss
skills, level and types of
education, business perspectives, personal attitudes and stamina necessary for international public relation matters.
Proulx is currently
working toward her Ph.D.
In journalism at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.

American Humanics
looks for volunteers
The American Humanics
Campus Connection Volunteer Center is looking
for MSU students, faculty
o r staff members to volunteer. Volunteers are
needed for Shared Care
Wednesdays and Thursdays, at the Main Street
:Youth Center from 3 to 8
p.m. Mondays and the
New Life Christian Bookstore. For more information, phone Georgette
Lopez at 762-6117 or

762-3808.

WKMS fund-raiser
meets goal
The WKMS Fall "Dollars, Cents and Sensibility"
fu nd-raiser achieved its
goal of raising $60,000.
The public radio station
depends on listener contributions for more than
21 percent of its yearly
operating budget.
The on-air portion of
the fund-raiser began
Sept. 30 and ran through
O ct. I I. More than I00
people were involved as
phone answerers, callers
and on-air commentators
donating their time for
the effort to keep WKMS
fu nctioning.
Listeners who would
like to know more about
WKMS programs can
phone 1-800-599-4737.

Kenny Chesney
performs at RSEC
Country music performer Kenny Chesney
will perform at the
Regional Special Events
Center Friday at 7:30 p.m.
The doors will open at 6
p.m. Tickets are on sale
fo r $I 8.50 and $22.50.

Briefs complied by Lori Burling. assistant college life editor.

eee

with a
light heart
• • •

By Krista Matheny

back to sch ool and make a
future for her new family. She
chose to major in child psychol-

Uelivia J oh nson, freshman
from Elizabethtown, came to
Murray State with differ ent
problems than most students.
Aside from going to class, she
also has a daughter to take care
of.
J ohnson was fresh out of high
school when she learned she
was three month s pregnan t.
She said at first she found it
hard to believe. She only had
sex once with her boyfriend of
four years and they had used a
condom. They had also broken
up two months earlier.
"My father and brother gave
me a lot of grief," she said. "My
brother wanted me to give her
up. My father wanted me to
have an abortion, saying that it
was a mistake."
The father did not want to be
a part of her baby's life and said
the baby was not his. She made
the decision to get state h elp to
aid her and her unborn child.
"I did a lot of researching
before I decided to go on Kentucky Work Study Program,"
she said. "You can only be on it
five years out of your lifetime,
but it was the best out there.
The same system th at screws
us over can also help us."
Six months later, on Dec. 15,
1997, J ohnson gave birth to
Aleja, a baby gir l. She said her
life changed drastically. She no
longer had only herself to care
for. There was this other life
dependent on her.
J ohnson had a blood test
take n to prove who Aleja's
fath er was and be began paying
child support.
Before the baby, Joh nson had
little plans for the future. She
did not want to go straight to
college and was perfectly content to remain at her job at
Hardee's. But now with a baby
to care for, she decided to go

ogy.

Contributing Writer

"I am on welfare," she said.
"I'm using it to make a life for
myself. My mother didn't graduate from high school, but she
did get her GED a nd I am
proud of her. I don't want Aleja
to be ashamed of me. I want her
to bring friends home and not
be ashamed of where we live."
Johnson had to juggle going
to school, working, spending
time with her daughter, paying
the bills and living off the meager fun ds the state was giving
her. Soon the state also began
to cut her benefi ts short.
"I get $225 a month," she
said. "That's not enough . I can
pay my bills but I have nothing
extra for things like toothpaste.
I've gone months us ing baking
soda to brush my teeth."
Two weeks ago, Johnson
received a letter in the mail. It
said t h at because of a n'e w
amendment to the Kentucky
State Help Program, she has to
work 30 hours a week lin order
to keep receiving her benefits.
"The Kentucky Work Study
Program has cl)anged, so after
you've been going to school for
24 months you h ave to find a
job," she said. "I never knew
about it. Me getting a job can
really mess up my fmancial aid
here. When I find a job, the
state is going to cut off my benefits even more.
"I can't work full time, go to
school, take care of my daughter and study at t he same
time," she said.
J ohnson also doesn't get the
money Aleja's father pays for
child support.
"The state keeps all the
money from child support," s he
said. "I need the money for
things like diapers. 1 s pend
about $26 every two weeks. 1
also need to get her winter

Ryan Brooks and
Krista Matheny
Above: Uellvia Johnson,
freshman from Elizabethtown,
holds her ll-month-old daughter, Aleja, afte r returning from
class.
Right: Johnson studies between
her classes. She has to balance
her time betWeen studying,
working and caring for her
daughter.

clothes, but money is so scarce.
Don't you think child support
should be used to support the
child?
..1 can't even afford to get my
family presents for Christmas,"
she said. "All I can get Alcja is
a $5 toy, two outfits and socks.
That's her Christmas and that
upsets me. Th ey (the state)
want you to be self-sufficient,
but they don't let you."
Johnson has enough time to
get her daughter from day care,
take her home and make them

dinner. Then she has to hit the
books. Sometimes she is up all
night trying to get her work
done.
"I spend my weekends with
Aleja, but during the week, I'm
so busy studying," she said.
"Every o~ce and a while l catch
her staring at me with this look
on her face. I try to play with
her for a little while, but I can't
A pare the time."
Aleja is now 22 months old.
Johnson is making a future for
herself and her daughter, and

is

currently looking for a job,
one that will provide much
needed benefits for her daughter. Her main goal is too get off
state help.
"The state takes something
away so they· can break me,"
she said. "Nobody will break
me and define who I am. I
would do anything for my little
bundle of joy. Aleja has made
me the person that I am. I focus
har d on making a life for her.
Her happiness is everything to
me."
'

Childcare center Center gives parental advice
to open in January ~t!f:~:::astoneberger
By Loree Stark

Staff Writer

. As the number of college students having children increases,
so does the need for a stable,
reliable daycare service. But
what about the mothers who
take night classes?
Plans for a daycare/nightcare
service on campus are underway and Stephen Horwood,
associate professor of graphic
design and Clark College Faculty Head, is heading up the project. Horwood brought up the
idea at a Residential College
Association meeting two years
ago.
"Students, staff and faculty
need a place to leave children
when they are going to be at
school day or night," Horwood
said.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
adult student services and community college advising, is
assisting Horwood with the project.
"I've been trying to get daycare since the 1980s," Bur ton
said. "'t's always been an interest."

The program was started to
Studen t parents can find
give student.~ who take night some additional help on camclasses a reliable environment pus.
that they would feel comfortable
The Child Development Cenleaving their children in while
ter works with many parents
they are learning.
The program, which will be and encourages them to do well
located in the Ruby Simpson both at home and in school.
"Each parent should develop
Child Development Center, will
t
heir
own tactics for dealing
open in January. It will be open
with
all
t he responsibilities
Monday through Thursday
and
demands
of both school
evenings from 4:30 to 9:30, with
and
parenting
and do it
work
20 spots available for children
wen,• Julie Gargus, director of
ages three through nine.
· The fi rst priority of the day- the Child Development Center,
care/nightcare program is to said.
serve undergraduate students
According to Gargus, stuwho have children . After that,
dents
who are parents usually
t he program will open up to
have
no
problems working with
graduate students, staff and faculty who need a place to leave t heir professors, and actually
their children during classes.
perform better in classes
All student !'!upervisors who because of the added responsiwork in the cen ter will be people bility.
going into education or related
"Many professors are supfields. All people hired will have portive when students say,
training in child development family first," Gargus said.
and the pr ogram director will
Studen ts who feel overhave a degree in childhood whelmed by the stress of pardevelopment.
enting and school can tum to
Payment for the program will
the Counseling and Testing
be a sliding fee scale based on
Center for help.
income of the paren t.

"The children always come child is when they are frrst
first," Dannean Farris, a Uni· born," Barnett said.
versity counselor, said. "When
Since Destini's birth, Bar there are basic problems, we nett and Bembury have made
are here to help the student."
some adjustments to their
However, the lack of empha- lifestyle. Most college students
sis on parental training is stay up all night long only
something that concerns Far- when studying for an exam or
preparing a paper. However,
ns.
"Unfortunately, we don't put when a baby arrives, allenough emphasis on parental nighters become .a common
training in our society," Farris event.
said. "When there's a problem,
"Staying up all night long
there's always someplace to go, with Destini is one of the worst
but there's not a lot of empha- things about having a baby,"
Barnett said. "However, now
sis on preventive measures. "
Despite these challenges, that she has gotten older, she
students who have begun their has finally got her days and
education are encouraged by nights together."
To combat the duties that a
Barnett not to quit, no matter
baby requires, Barnett and
how rough things may get.
"Quitting is the worst thing Bembury alternate taking care
you can do," Barnett said. of the baby while the other
..You're going to need that completes homework or studdegree to help raise your child." ies for a test.
Senior Kirk Barnett and
"At the beginning of the
junior Marsharika Bembury semester, things were really
agree. They experienced a life- hard," Barnett said. "I had to
changing event five months settled down and really focus
ago, the day their daughter, on my work. Destini is my
Destini, was born.
motivation. If I don't go to class
"lt was amazing how inno· or work, I'm letting her down
cent and fragile and humble a as well as myself."
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Chesney's new album lacks originality

Week,1h£?ac/
Friday, Oct. 22

Top 5 COs of the Week

Musicl?ez 'il!U.'

1. Primus- "Antipop"
2. Lil Troy - "Sittin' Fat Down South"
3. Woodstock - '"99"
4. Warren G - "I Want It All"

Kyle Shadoan

Kenny Ch esney
'Everywhere We Go'
Kenny Chesney's fifth album, "Everywhere We Go," is now in stores and is his
third album to go gold.
Chesney grew up in Luttrell, Tenn., and
attended Eastern Tennessee University. In
1990 he graduated and moved to Nashville
in 1991 to start his music career.
His previous albums are "In My Wildest
Dreams" from 1994, "All I Need to Know"
from 1995, "Me and You" from 1996 and "I
Will Stand" from 1997. He will perform at
Murray State Friday at 7:30p.m.
On "Everywhere We Go" there are such
songs as "How Forever Feels," "Kiss Me, Kiss
Me, Kiss Me," ••she Thinks My Tractor's
Sexy," "Baptism (Duet With Randy Travis)"
and "A Woman Knows."

• Classes - Classes dismissed at 7:30 a.m. for Fall Break.

Saturday, Oct. 23
• Campus - Fall Senior Day, from noon to 4 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 24
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

Monday, Oct. 25

/
/

BMG £ntert.linment
Kenny Chesney' s new CD, •eve rywher e L....---------------J
besides "love." Then the song "She Thinks
W e Go,' may d isappoint country fans.

Despite this being his fifth album, "You
Had Me From Hello" is his first No. 1 hit as
a songwriter. That just seems pretty lame to
me. I think it should be a general rule you
have to write your own songs if you are going
to be in the business, unless you're as cool as
Frank Sinatra.
There does not appear to be anything original on this album whatsoever. Every song is
a typical country song consisting of nothing

My Tractor's Sexy" contains the lyrics "She
likes the way it's pullin' while we're tillin' up
the land/ She's even kind of crazy about my
farmer's tan." If these lyrics don't scream
redneck from hell, I don't know what does.
Chesney certainly did not have me from
hello with his new album "Everywhere We
Go."

Kenny Chesney
'Everywhere We Go' D-

• Chi Alpha - Bible study, Hart College Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 26
• Chi Alpha - Bible study, Chi Alpha house, 6:15p.m.
• Bible study - New Life Campus Center, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 27
• Residential colleges - Springer-Franklin dinner, Winslow Cafeteria,
6p.m.
I
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Bible study - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
.
• Career Fair - Fall Career Fair, Curris Center Ballroom, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
•'

Thursday, Oct. 28
• Greeks - Panhellenic meeting, 5 p.m.
• Cinema International - MRed Firecracker, Green Firecracker," Curris
Center Theater, 7:30p.m.
• Millennium Project - MSU Millennium Project Forum Series,
MWomen and the Millennia," Curris Center, Barkley Room, 12:30 p.m.
• Halloween -Spooky and Scary Stuff, Richmond College, 6 to 8 p.m.
• Halloween - Clark Castle, Clark College, 6 to 9 p.m.
• Bible Study - New Life Campus Center, 7 p.m.

Cannibal&
SEE eJTc~ rateON~ ~~
f\x£1) .JEH. McC A•~
10 tJAME. CO f\R,.lJPT
So£ NAToa..~ .

1b post information on the calendar, phone 762-4480
or send a fax to 762-3175.

ladles Night
ladles get In FREE!
SOO Drafts

Ulru~®rr~
Wc;J
S)rurmff®LP~
Thursday, Oct. 21 at 6p.m.

~
Karaoke Night

~
Pool Tournament

Saturday's Band

Sports Bar & Grill
Puryecar, TN

October 23 •••

Special Request
~'

wo. •

( for••rly IC1ow• A• ' SIDELINES')

• Cold Beer • Darts • Food • Pool • Music •

....
~
.........
....
NEED CA$H???

&Inch
Cheese Pizza

GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!

8

3.49

8 IDCb

Extra Toppings Additional Charge

Cheese Pizza &

WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!

Garden FRESH SALAD

8

4.39

Medium
Spaghetti Dinner
wltb Garlic Bread

-ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
• PROOF OF INCOME

8

3.49

'

·'.· ~".· .".
•·/. •.·lA

~
.

., \

::

' .•
I

..

113 MINUTES $5
241 MINUTES $10

&Garden FRESH SALAD

4.39

8

Lunch specials oHered ltlonda)l thru Frida}!.

970 Chest1.1ut St. ·/Hurray, KY • (270) 753-2975

~
~
.....

....
....
....
.....
~

~

.....
....

I

497 MINUTES $20 .....
~----------------------~

Medium Spaghetti
Dinner wub Garlic Bread

~
~

....
PHONE CARDS!!! ......
~

r-----------------------~

WHAT DO I NEED?

:=

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

....
.....
.....
.....

.........

~

....
--4
................
......
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Art student keeps paintings simple Local bike riders
enjoy new track,
participate in league
By R uss Oates
Staff Writer

To most, artist and audience alike, art is
complex.
An artist attempts to convey a message
through a medium and the viewer attempts
to interpret the message. The message sent
and the message received often differ.
For Joe Welsh, art is a bit more simple.
..My paintings are pretty open," Welsh
said. "It is about making the paint into
something else."
Apparently, Welsh's professors think he
is very good at making paint into things.
Sarah Gutwirth, assistant professor of
art, has been impressed by Welsh's ability.
"His work, in my opinion, is exceptional,"
Gutwirth said. "He has an incredible ability
to manipulate paint and that's rare for
someone his age."
Welsh has not always been so adept
around a canvas.
"When I came to Murray State I didn't
have a fine arts background," Welsh said. "I
didn't even know art from a hole in the
whatever."
Welsh said he counts former Murray
State art professor Harvey Arche de Estrada as a major influence on his work.
"More than anyone else, he would be my
mentor," Welsh said. "He taught me you
can do anything with paint."
As for artists who have been influential,
Welsh named Russian -born artist Chaim
Soutine. Welsh was able to view the artist's
work at an exhibit in Cincinnati.
"He is a big influence, but you don't read
about him in the art history books," he said.

By Loree Stark

include a monthly subscription to "BMX Today," heal th
insurance on the track and
If someone is looking for a the right to race on any NBL
place to get some exercise track.
"I would probably go to the
and vent aggression, then the
new BMX track at Murray- track if I belonged to the
Callaway County Park may NBL," Le Anne Rushing,
sophomore from Paducah,
just be for them.
Skip Dobbs, director of said.
The BMX course has
Parks and Recreation, overstirred
memories even for
sees all action on the BMX
students·
who are not
those
track, which opened Oct. 2.
Construction on the track planning on using the track.
"I won't use the track here,
started after people voiced
but when I was six I had a
interest.
"Some citizens in the area BMX bike," Bryan Garner,
expressed interest in a BMX freshman from Paducah,
track and the NBL (National said. "It was black with plasBicycle League) evaluated tic colored things on the
spokes."
the area," Dobbs said.
Track practice at the MurThe track, which includes
hills and jumps, is open to ray-Calloway County BMX
everybody who belongs to the track will be held on Saturday and Thursday. Races will
NBL.
"All you have to do is fill be Saturday, Oct. 30, at 2
out a form and pay $35 to the p.m. The track will then close
for the season and reopen in
NBL," Dobbs said.
Benefits of joining the NBL March 2000.
Staff Writer

laura Deaton/The Nf!ws

Joe W elsh's painting and prints will be on display until O ct. 31 at the Clara H . Eagle
gallery. All students are welcome to attend the show.

Similar to Soutine, many of Welsh's
works are done using impasto, or the thick
application of paint to a canvas. In addition,
Welsh often paints food, like Soutine.
"I've done food for the past couple of
years," Welsh said.
Welsh does more than paint. He does lithographs and prints. In fact, Welsh's drawings can be seen weekly in the cartoons of
"The Murray State News."
Though he is a cartoonist, Welsh said he
would not want to do it for a career.
"Doing it every day, I could see getting
burned out," Welsh said. "You would have
to be funny all the time."

As for the future, Welsh said he may
continue his education, which Gutwirth
encourages.
"I really believe he has a bright future,"
Gutwirth said. "I have strongly encouraged him to go on to graduate school."
Welsh's work is on display until Oct. 31
in the Clara M. Eagle gallery. Welsh said
he will probably have 20 paintings and
eight or 10 prints on display.
Welsh said he hopes to have a strong
turn out.
"I hope they like it or don't like it,"
Welsh said. "As long as there is some kind
of reaction."

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 1Oa.m. • 6p.m.

753-Q113

s1oo Of'f' •

Any Con1p11ct: Dl•k•

Any Ca••et:t:e Tape•

Expires 11-os

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

If you're in IS then we may want you!

• Transerve Automalfc
Transml&&lon Service
• Flush & Fill Machine
• Complete Fluid Change
• Brake Service
• Cooling System Service
• Belts & Hoses

~.........~~~"!'W''~

507 S. 12th St. • Next to Log cabin Restaurant

We'll be at the
Murray State Career Fair
On Oct. 27.

See you there!

ERPILLAir

Professional lubrication and T. L. C.
for your car. truck, motor home.

Modern Medicine
is Asking Questions.
Read this Book and
You'll Understand Why.

Now you can t ast e the Arby's d iffe r en ce
and save o n America's favorite r oast b eef .
For j ust 99¢ you can e njoy a Re gular Roa st
Beef Sa n d wich , the original sandwich that
made Arb y 's fam ous. Lean , tender a nd
slow -roaste d to p e r fection. Come on i n fo r
a great bargain on o ur d e licio u s Regular
Roast Beef Sandwich ! Offe r valid only at
p a r ticip a ting Arby's Roast B eef Rest a urants
for a limite d t ime o nly. Limit 4 p er coupon.

Science and Health has been a featured title
for over 3 years at the Harvard Medical School Conference on
"Spirituality and Healing in Medicine."

Modern medicine's
finest thinkers are now
seeking answers to
explain the mind-body
connection. Solutions
~
are being discovered in
Mar y Baker Eddy's
revolutionary views
on the power of
prayer to heal. . . . . .

SCIENCE
:IlE;UJii

WI I

"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

Appear ing Th is Wee k
Saturday, Oc t. 2 3:

" Southern Exposure "~~
OJ & KARAO KE~
t\aPl)Y t\OUf
C0 NT EST
'G)
sat. · 1ues.
T h u r s d a Ys
~.

6 ·1

p.m.

~

'{\\UfS4aiJS •
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KILLER
BURGERS
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s.. I mi. past state line.
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99¢SALE!
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Sports 131"i({js
Fox Sport$ South
to broadcast game

11

1999

T.he Murray State Racer
team will have its
game tonight broadcast
on Fox Sports South.
The game is set to start
at 6 p.m. Fox Sports
South is Channel 27 on
Murray CableComm.
foo~ball

Bivens given weekly
conference award
Brian Bivens, freshman
from Henderson, was
named the Ohio Valley
Conference Newcomer of
the Week after his perfor-mance during Saturday's
Homecoming game
against Eastern Illinois.
Bivens broke a singleseason Racer record set
in 1984 for punting. averaging 51.3 yards a punt on
three punts. He also had a
long kick of 57 yards.
Bivens is currently leading Div. 1-AA in punting
average with a 44.4 yard
average per punt.

RSEC will hold Fan
jam on Saturday
Murray State will hold
its annual Fan Jam Saturday at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Fan Jam will be the first
public Introduction of the
1999-2000 Murray State
Racer men's basketball
team.
Fan Jam will start at 6
p.m. Saturday at RSEC and 1 .~
is free to the public.

Photos by laura Deaton/The News

Top : Shadrack Jackson, sophomore from Henderson, runs past EIU defenders on Saturday.
Right: Jason French, junior from Decatur, Ga .•
goes up for a pass during Saturday's win.

Racers left panting
after 37.-32 escape
from EIU Panthers
By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor
The Racers scampered by Eastern Illinois 37-32 last Saturday in a Homecoming game that was both suspenseful and
a scare for Murray State.
"My hat's off to (EIU coach) Bob Spoo,
his staff and that bunch of youngsters,"
Racer Head Coach Denver Johnson said.
"I tell you, them guys competed their
asses off. I told our kids they would, and
I felt our kids did, too. I felt like it was
going to be a tight, tough, physical ball
game, and that's what it turned out to be.
"Quite honestly, it's the best opponent
we've defeated," he said. "Despite their
record, that's a good football team.

There's some big, good-looking humans run like that, running straight ahead
down there. They've got a good coaching and not sideways. That's how you get to
staff, and that little old quarterback is a the end zone. You've just got to hit the
hole as hard as you can.
nice little operator."
Many factors suggested a possible
"Coach always told me, just wait for
upset by Eastern illinois. One of these your chance," he said. "My chance finally
was the absence of tailback Justin came today, and I felt like I did exactly
Bivens, one of Murray State's featured what I was supposed to do. A lot of peoplayers, because of a tom muscle suf- ple didn't know me before today, and
fered at practice.
that's fine. I just want a chance like anyone else."
However, his backup did just fme.
Third-string tailback Jermaine ManOnce again, All-American candidate
ning recorded a career-high 135 rushing quarterback Justin Fuente put up big
yards and one touchdown with a brutal, numbers, totaling 280 passing yards on
direct running attack that sliced through the day and one touchdown. The performance put Fuente in fourth place in all·
EIU's defense.
"I've always run like that," Manning time MSU passing yards, 205 yards short
said. "My dad and my mom told me to of third and 325 yards shy of second.

Volleyball falls to conference foes,
defeats Southern Illin.ois Salul{is

Rowing t o compete
in Knoxville

By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer

The Murray State women's rowing team opens
its second varsity season
Oct. 23 at the Head of
the Tennessee race at
Knoxville, Tenn., the first
of three fall races for the
rowers.
Murray State returns
seven rowers this season,
including junior Mandy
Huddleston, the team's
coxswain. The team also
has two new recruits.

Briefs are compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor.

SportLigbt
Men's cross co unt ry
The Murray State men's
cross country team is in
this week's Racer SportLight.
The men's cross country team beat Southeast
Missouri State in a dual
meet Saturday at the
SEMO Invitational and
took the top eight spots
individually in the competition.

MSU, Samford face off
for first time in history
Murray State will meet
the Samford Bulldogs for
•
the first time tonight at
Roy. Stewart Stadium.
Samford faced MSU
four times as Howard
University before becoming Samford in 1965. The
Racers were 2-2 in those
games.
Source; MSU Sports Information

Freshman Brian Bivens continued his
excellent season with three punts averaging 51.3 yards, a Murray State school
record. His overall average of 44.4 leads
the nation in punting yardage average
and he is on track to beat the school
record of 42.5 yards per punt.
Perhaps the highest acclaim of the contest belongs to the Murray State defense.
After a fumble late in the fourth quarter, the defense sacked EIU quarterback
Anthony Buich, forcing a punt.
"I don't think it was a coming-out
party," strong safety Dorion Berry said.
"I truly believe it was just time for us to
work together as a family. When we
final ly work together, big plays happen."

laura De.:~ton/The News

Members of the MSU volleyba ll t eam lineup
before a SEMO serve Friday at North Gym.

The Murray State women's volleyball team was busy this week, taking
on Southeast Missouri State, Eastern
lllinois and Southern lllinois.
The Racers fell to SEMO and EIU
before defeating SIU Tuesday.
SEMO was looking to defend its
number one ranking against Murray
State and did j ust that.
MSU started with the lead in game
one, but SEMO tied the game at 10
and never looked back. SEMO won
game one with the score of 15-12.
In game two, the Racers took a 8·0
lead before the Otahkians kicked it in
to gear and cut the lead to 14-13
before the Racers scored to win game
two 15-13.
After SEMO took game three, the
Racers were looking to stay alive in
game four and force a fifth game, but
that's not the way it worked out.
The two teams battled back and
forth, eventually tying the game at
14. MSU was one point away from
winning twice, but the Racers just

couldn't make it happen as SEMO
won the match three games to one.
Senior Sarah Ernst set a new
record for most kills in a four game
match with 30.
The next day, the Racers faced the
third-ranked team in the OVC, EIU.
The Racers came out to avenge t heir
early season defeat by EIU.
The Racers didn't get things going
their way and fell to EIU 15-6 in
game four, and three games to one in.
the match.
"We're learning to be more consistent," Assistant Coach Marlene Metti
said. "We've been "working with our
sports psychologist to become more
focused."
The Racers came into the North
Gym Tuesday night to face SIU. The
Racers were minus Head Coach
David Schwepker, who was tending
to his wife after the birth of their first
child, Evan.
Metti took the reins and led the
Racers to victory. The Racers took an
early 3-0 lead and never relinquished
it. They won game one 15-4.
The second game started well for

MSU as the team ran up the score to
9-3 before SIU rallied to tie the game
at nine. The Racers then mounted
another offensive charge and took the
game 15-11.
The third game started well for the
Racers as the team rolled up a 5-0
lead. The momentum shifted back
and forth over the next few series, but
SIU took the upper hand and won the
game 15-11.
The Racers were determined not to
let the match drag out any longer.
The Racers made the final point and
won game four 15-12 and the match
three games to one.
The players said the victory, after
two defeats, was a big boost.
"I think this win brings up our self
confidence," sophomore Audrey Nelson said.
Krista Shumard concurred.
"Every win is important," senior
Krit>ta Shumard said. "I feel we have
a lot or'work to do, but it's (the OVC
title) all still up in the air."
The Racers face another OVC foe,
UT-Martin, Friday at 7 p.m. in Carr
Health's North Gym.

Editor questions comm.e nts of Denver Johnson
Denver Johnson, who do you
think you are?
Let me tell you who I think you

are.
You are the third-year head
coach of the Murray State Racers,
a team which you have guided to
a respectable, yet not spectacular,
17-11 combined record.
You are a coach who, after a
heartbreaking loss to Tennessee
State last year to fall just short of
the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship, could not moti·
vate his team enough to prevent
them from an embarrassing 66-10
loss to a sub-.500 Indiana State
squad.
Did you ever mention to your
team they could have still made
the Div. I-AA playoffs if they had
shown up?
Last, and definitely most
importantly, you are a representative of not only the football

Sports
Talk
)ASON

YATES

team, but also of this University,
and you have lost my respect and
that of many other individuals.
For those of you who did not
purchase a copy of Tuesday's "The
Paducah Sun," let me dictate to
you a portion of Denver Johnson's
Monday press conference.
"I don't like going north because
of the chance of bad weather,"
Johnson said. "It makes you want
to start drinking. You feel like
committing suicide. You want to
go beat your wife."

If you are having a hard time
believing your eyes, you fall into
the same category I did.
Luckily, I had a cassetterecorded copy of the press conference at my disposal. What I heard
disturbed me even more than
what I read.
After Johnson commented
about drinking and suicide, two
or three easily-amused individuals in the audience began to
laugh.
Johnson, like a struggling
comic desperate to continue the
few la ughs he could muster,
seized the opportunity and continued with his wife beating theory.
I agree with good ol' Denver
about not liking bad weather, but
never once have I wanted to commit suicide or beat any individual
because the weather did not
receive my stamp of approval.

One might wonder if Denver's
wife is considering flying south
for the winter.
While thumbing through the
1999 Murray State Football Yearbook, I found the proflle of our
distinguished coach.
In a large quote on the second
page of the profile, Johnson
makes the biggest warm, fuzzy,
feel-good quote of the year.
"I am a Christian family man,"
Johnson said. "I certainly don't
intend to use my position as a pulpit, but my players will never
doubt where I stand and what my
convictions are."
Well, Denver, I am glad your
players do not doubt where your
convictions are because I and at
least a portion of t he nearly
30,000 individuals '1'he Paducah
Sun" is circulated to on a daily
basis certainly do.
Denver, you have been full of

interesting one-liners since arriving at Murray, but you have
crossed a delicate line.
Drinking, suicide and spousal
abuse are no laughing matter.
You owe your team, the fans,
the community and the University an apology and a solemn
promise to not make this a habit.
Here is a suggestion to Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison: If New
Orleans Saints Head Coach Mike
Ditka got fined $20,000 for making obscene gestures to fans after
a game Sunday, maybe a fine
should be in order for Denver.
What are muzzles going for
these days, anyway?
To listert to Denver Johnson's
Monday press conference in Real
Audio, go to the Sports section on
"The Murray State News Online"
at www.thenews.org I sport.~.htm
Jason Yates is the associate editor
for "The Murray State News."

Sports
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· Racers ready for biting option
attack of Samford's Bulldogs
· By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor
' The Murray State Racers (3-3,
3-1 OVC) go into tonight's
nationally televised game on Fox
Sports South against the Sam·
• ford Bulldogs (3-3) looking to
gain their first non-conference
victory in their last five tries.
The Racers are also looking to
build positive momentum before
•they enter a three-game stretch
. against Tennessee Tech, Ea~
ern Kentucky and Tennessee
$tate that will decide the Ohio
Valley Conference title.
Sam ford runs an option
offense similar to Western Kentucky, who the defeated the Racers 21-15 earlier this season.
• - ''We're excited about playing a
Thursday night TV game
against Samford," Racer Head
Football Coach Denver Johnson
said. "They're an option team.
rm not really looking forward to
playing an option team."
''It (Samford's option attack)
all boils down to the same
thing," Johnson said. ''It's the
option. It's (fullback) dive, quarterback (keeper) or (halfback)

pitch. You can put a bunch of lipstick on it, format it and motion
it all you want to, it still basically comes down to those three
options."
This is not the first OVC team
Samford has faced this .season:
Samford defeated UT-Martin
32-7, lost to Eastern Kentucky
17-16, and will face Tennessee
Tech Nov. 20 in Birmingham,
Ala. to end its season.
·Johnson said it would be a
good strategic move for the OVC
to include Samford, who has
shown preliminary interest in
joining the conference.
He was very enthusiastic
about the prospect of a new OVC
opponent south of Murray
instead of north of Murray.
Johnson also wants to include
Samford because it would give
the OVC a school in Alabama, a
traditionally good state for
recruiting
running
backs
because ·or the number of teams
that run the option.
Johnson referred to the success the men's basketball team
has had with recent recruits
from Alabama, including Aubrey
Reese and Isaac Spencer.
Johnson also said he would

like to have more Thursday
night games at home to attract
more students.
"Colleges like ours, people
refer to them as 'suitcase colleges," Johnson said. "Most of
the kids come from a pretty
manageable distance. On Friday
afternoon, they have their cars
packed with the engine running,
waiting to get out of algebra and
jump in their car to go home to
do laundry, see the boyfriend or
girlfriend or go somewhere they
can drink.
"Thursday night is typically
regarded as the party or social
night at schools like ours," he
said. "You would have your students here and they would probably attend the game en masse."
Jennaine Manning said the
televised game will get people
excited.
"'t will be good to try for a
three-game winning streak at
home and on television," Manning said. "A lot of fans will be
pumped up and the players will
be ready to play. It's going to set
the tone for the rest of the season."·
Kickoff is set for 6 tonight at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Previous Week's Record
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Sports Edttor

Copy Editor

Viewpoint Editor

MSU;TVII

8-7

8-7

8-7

9-6

52-39

54-37

52-39

58-33

GAME
Kansas City at Baltimore
Cincinnati at Indianapolis
Cleveland nt St. Louis
San Francisco at Minnesota
Washington at Dallas
Chicago .at TamP-a Bay
Detroit at Carolina
Denver at New England
Philadelphia at Miami
New Orleans at N.Y. Giants
Green l3ay at San Diego
Buffalo at SeatUe

Kansas City
lndianapglis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Dallas
Tampa Bay
Detroit
New England
Miami
N.Y. Giants
Green Bay
Buffalo
Oakland
Pittsburgh

SAMFORD at MSU

MSU

Kansas City
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Washington
Tampa Bay
Dctrott
New England
Miami
N.Y. Giants
San Diego
Seattle

RaUO'fleiD SIC. Oct. 30 • Dean HaD
. ..,, ilo tlllnon tllter t:so p.m. saturdaJ

Kansas City
lndianap9lis
St. Loui~
San Fr.tncisco
Dallas
Tampa Bay
Carolina
New England
Miami
N.Y. Giants
San Diego
Seattle
Oakland
Plllshurgh

1-800-GO-GUARD

Kentucky National Guard

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer lnn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798

Night

Day
The Interactive Day VIllage gives you:
• Tips from House ofSfllle
- Real World Auditions
- Plus l,ots of Free Stuff

Date: Wednesdau. October 27
Place: Cutchin Soccer Aeld
Time: Noon • 5 p.m

Baltimore
lndianapQiis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Dallas
Chicago
Carolina
New England
Miami
New Orleans
Green Bay
Buffalo
Oakland

1316 APRf CAff.

sat. oct. ZJ .• Hoosier DadciJ

- The t.atest Huslc VIdeos
- The Newest VIdeo Games
• DJ Instruction

Gr~

Bradley

Then the experience continues as HTV presents an
exclusive Uve concert with Garbage and special guest Lit.
ncket Information: Tickets available through all Hurray
State University ticket outlets: call the RS£C office for
more Information: 762·5577. HSU students $10.
general pubUc $15.

Date: Wednesdau. October 27
Place: The Regional Special £vents Center
Time: Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
For more Information on HTV Campus Invasion.
check out www.cQmpuslnvaslon.mtv.com
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Cross country leaves OVC in dust

It's going, going gone!

did well, but he was displeased with his
performance at Southeast Missouri.
Contributing Writer
"I fi nished third overall," Chapman
The Murray State cross country said. "I wasn't very pleased with my
teams finished strong in the last two performance because I didn't run the
week:; at invitationals at Aust in Peay way I should h ave."
On the other hand, senior Brian
and Southeast Missouri State.
The Racers finish ed second in the Pa lmer of Mars hall County had a
men's eight kilometer race at Austin strong performance at Austin Peay and
against SEMO.
Peay with 33 points.
Palmer finished second in the 82-man
The Racers trailed only Belmont,
a t Austin Peay and then fini shed
race
which finished with 22 points.
in first place at SEMO.
However, the Racers had a better per"I was very pleased with our team's
formance than any of th e five Ohio Valperfor mances," Palmer said. "I think we
ley Conference teams in the invitation - are very otrong from position one to
al.
position eight and will have no problem
The men defeated Southeast Missouri reaching t he regional in South CaroliState last weekend with the top eight na."
men's runners in the meet.
On the women's side, the Lady Racers
Racer Scott Chapman said the team finished fourth in a nine team field with

a score of 104 at Austin Peay.
Lindsay Newlin , sophomore from
Georgetown , Ill., won the women's fivekilometer race.
"I was pretty pleased with my performance and thought the team did well
considering the way we have been
plagued by il'\iuries," Newlin said.
The Lady Racers had a tough time at
Southeast Missouri as they lost to the
Indians. Newlin was the top finisher for
the women's team with a fifth place finish.
The OVC Championships are next up
for the Racer cross country teams as
they t ravel once again to Austin Peay.
"Austin Peay's track is on a golf
course, but it is fl at and fast," Coach
Bob Doty said. "If it's a dry day, we'll
have one of our best times of the season."

By Daniel Hed ges

Laura Dea1on!The New.s

Dave W inde r, sports director for WPSD-TV, hits a home run
during Saturday's a lumni baseball game at Reagan Field.
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For Delivery or Carry-out Call

753-1000
$399 Buffet
From 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
and 5-8 p.m.
111 N. 12th St.
10°/o off for MSU Students Sunday - Friday
20% off for MSU Students Saturdays Only

----------------------------r--------------------------. $299 Buffet
1 Large 1-Topping
Any Day of the Week !
(coupon requi~ed) ..~~
T

I

$599

Carry-out Only.~
(coupon required)T
700A N. 12th St.

759-8150
FAX 759-8151
Mon. • Sat. 8 a.m. - 7 p .m.
Sun. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

We're Your Carhartt Headquarters!
Answers
Down Every
Aisle
•Hunting/Fishing
Supplies
•Pet SuppUes/Pets
•Winter Wear:
Coats (Carhartt)
Gloves
•Work Boots &
Shoes

BUY IT. SELL IT. TELL 'EM YOU LOVE 'EM.
TAKE OUT A CLASSIFIED TODAY!

-

•Sizes 38-52
•Blanket Lined
•12 oz. brown duck

Jacket with
$4 7~~~. Collar

•Sizes 38-50
•12 oz duck
•Blanket Lined
•Corduroy Collar

New-s

' 14
rassing moment.
Other information at the site
www.mtv.com/mtv/music/camContinued from Page 1
pusi n vasion/print_form. h tml
physical challenge you have includes advice from people who
ever encountered?
are on the show.
• If someone had to describe you
The band perfor ming that
in one word, what would that night is Garbage, whose hits
include "Queer; "Vow,"' "Only
word be and why?
• List one thing about yourself Happy When It Rains," "Stupid
that no one in the world knows Girl" and "Number One Crush."
Opening for it is Lit, which
about you.
• If you could only pack one suit- recently released its first album
case for the trip, what would be with RCA Records, titled "A
in it?
Place in the Sun."
So far, only 1,500 tickets have
• Describe your most embar-

MTV

CLASSES
Continued from Page 1
agreement had been made.
"The student senate voted
against option two, and he
(Kirkham) presented their
alternate plan," Brockway
said. ''He might have )eft that
meeting thinking classes would
not begin on Monday, but I had
to take it back to the Academic
Council and the powers that
be. I could not make that decision on my own."
Brockway said the reaction
he received was it was imperative to compromise the situation. He said faculty are willing
to conform to students' wishes
on F'all Break and how the
finals schedule is set up.
"The only issue that is a real
concern for faculty is starting
classes on Monday," Brockway
said. "It is important to have

What

consistency. With Labor Day a
couple weeks after the beginning of school, a person could
go three to four weeks and
meet only once in a Monday
night class."
Many students need the
Monday for adjustment time,
according to Kirkham.
"Starting on Monday is a bad
idea for all students," Kirkham
said. "They (University officials) are not asking faculty
members to be flexible."
Brockway said there is no
option to make ever yone
happy, but he said the best
solution is to trade starting
classes on Monday for the students' right to decide how they
want finals set up.
Kirkham said he is currently
looking into a plan that will
best suit students' needs concerning finals. A weekend will
split finals week up, he said

been sold, but Baker said SGA
are expecting an additional
2,000 tickets to be sold the day
of the concert. About 60 percent
of the tickets sold have been to
students and 40 percent to the
general public and to students
from other colleges.
Several students say the reason they are not attending the
events is because they are commuters.
"I'm not going because I think
it would be a waste of time and
because I have to work," Brian
Walker, junior from Paris,
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Tenn., said. "I watch MTV, but I
watch VH-1 mor e."
"I'm not going because I don't
live here," Flatt said. "I used to
watch MTV, but 1 don't have
time anymore."
Tickets cost $10 for students
and $15 for the general public.
They will be available the day of
the concert at RSEC at 9 a.m.
Other outlets include Sunset
Boulevard Music in Murray,
Betsy's Hallmark in Benton,
Disc J ockey Music in P aducah
and the Tennessee Pit Stop in
Paris, Tenn.

the first of November.
Ann Landini, former president
Continued from Page 1
of faculty senate, said there was
some interest in making the PresCall said in the past Alexander ident's evaluations public last
always rated well in innovative year, but they could not because
ideas and Call believed he also of t he senate rules.
typically rated well in diversity.
"We had to come up with a res"Since it is a new instrument of olution to change our operation,"
evaluation this year, some of the she said.
questions will be new," Call said.
Call said he is unaware of how
He said there are plans to bring administration will respond to the
the Jist of questions or the sug- results.
Said Call: "I believe once the
gested questionnaire to the executive committee this month. He evaluations are in , the results will
said the evaluation will then be be compiled and ready for distribbrought to the full senate around ution at the senate meeting."

Here she is...

EVALUATIONS

GRADES
Continued from Page 1
"And we don't have any information for Chiwale. It's usually a slower process for foreign
students."
Athletic Director E.W. Den-

nison echoed Anderson's sentiments.
"They can still practice, but
the season starts pretty soon,"
Dennison said. "We'd like to
have those kids because
they've aU studied hard,
they've tried hard and we hope
they've worked it out."

laura Deaton/The News

Heather Howell, senior from Benton, watches as
former Home coming Queen Alison Hill awards
her the 1999 Homecoming sash.

Amplifying this problem is
the potential Joss of Marlon
Towns, who is being arraigned
Monday for fourth degree
assault and possession of a
Class IV controlled substance.
Dennison said there is little
t he athletic department can do
now but wait and hope for the

best.
"We're going to let the courts
take their own action," Dennison said. "The NCAA prohibits
us getting involved. We h ope
he works it all out, we hope the
best for Marlon, but we have to
keep at arm's length and that's
what we're doing."
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Holiday Harvest '99
Feed the Families this Holiday Season!
WQTV46 along with participating area grocery stores and Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority are assisting the Murray/Calloway C ounty Need
Line this holiday season. Drop a can of non-perishable food in the
barrels located just past the checkout counter at...

D & T Foods
Food Giant
Kroger
Owens Market
Save-a-Lot
Wal-Mart
...the next time you ' re out shopping. You ca n also take d onations to
the Alpha Sigma Alpha house, the C urris Center on-campus, or the
Need L ine food pantry on Poplar Street in Murray. Let 's make this
holiday season a happy one for all.

Your Hometown Station!
www.q46.com
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